Activity-dependent processes dynamically regulate synapses on the time scale of milliseconds to seconds. Here, we examine the factors governing synaptic strength during repetitive stimulation, both in control conditions and during presynaptic inhibition. Field recordings of presynaptic volleys, optical measurements of presynaptic calcium, and voltage-clamp recordings of postsynaptic currents were used to examine parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapses in cerebellar brain slices at 34°C. In control conditions, regular stimulus trains (1-50 Hz) evoked up to a 250% peak synaptic enhancement, whereas during irregular stimulation, a threefold variability in EPSC amplitude was observed. When initial EPSC amplitudes were reduced by 50%, either by lowering external calcium or by activating adenosine A 1 or GABA B receptors, the peak enhancement during regular trains was 500%, and synaptic variability during irregular trains was nearly sixfold. By contrast, changes in fiber excitability and calcium influx per pulse were small during trains. Presynaptic calcium measurements indicated that by pulse 10, stimulusevoked calcium influx had increased by ϳ15%, which on the basis of the measured relationship between calcium influx and release corresponds to an EPSC enhancement of 50%. This enhancement was the same in all experimental conditions, even in the presence of N 6 -cyclopentyladenosine or baclofen, suggesting that repetitive stimulation does not relieve the G-protein inhibition of calcium channels by these modulators. Therefore, for our experimental conditions, changes in synaptic strength during trains are primarily attributable to residual calcium (Ca res )-dependent short-term plasticities, and the actions of neuromodulators during repetitive stimulation result from their inhibition of initial calcium influx and the resulting effects on Ca res and calcium-driven processes.
Neurons in vivo fire both regularly and irregularly, often at rates of up to several hundred Hertz. The amount of neurotransmitter released in response to an action potential depends on the type of synapse, its history of activity, and the presence of neuromodulators (Magleby, 1987; Zucker, 1989; Wu and Saggau, 1997; Zucker, 1999) . High-frequency stimulation enhances some synapses, depresses others, and can often produce transient enhancement followed by depression (Feng, 1941; Liley and North, 1953; Del Castillo and Katz, 1954) . Furthermore, complex activity patterns similar to those observed in vivo can lead to highly variable synaptic responses (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Varela et al., 1997; Dobrunz and Stevens, 1999) , and this variability is thought to play an important role in nervous system function (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1995; Abbott et al., 1997; Lisman, 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) .
Many temporally overlapping processes could contribute to changes in synaptic strength during repetitive activity. (1) Changes in the presynaptic action potential waveform could alter the activation of voltage-dependent calcium channels driving neurotransmitter release (Dunlap and Fischbach, 1978; Klein and Kandel, 1980; Augustine, 1990; Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) . (2) Both facilitation and inactivation of presynaptic calcium currents have been observed during stimulus trains (Borst and Sakmann, 1998; Cuttle et al., 1998; Forsythe et al., 1998; Patil et al., 1998) . (3) Tonic G-protein inhibition of calcium channels may be relieved during repetitive stimulation (Bean, 1989; Elmslie et al., 1990; Herlitze et al., 1996; Ikeda, 1996; Brody et al., 1997) , also leading to increased calcium influx during a train. (4) Neuromodulators can accumulate and act presynaptically to inhibit release, often through an inhibition of calcium channels (Isaacson et al., 1993; Yawo and Chuhma, 1993; Dittman and Regehr, 1997; Scanziani et al., 1997) . (5) A transient decrease in the probability of release or a decrease in the number of readily releasable vesicles could depress synaptic strength during a train (Takeuchi, 1958; Elmqvist and Quastel, 1965; Betz, 1970; Silver et al., 1998) . (6) High rates of presynaptic activity also increase presynaptic Ca res , which can facilitate transmission (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Kamiya and Zucker, 1994; Atluri and Regehr, 1996) and accelerate recovery from depression (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998) .
The presence of neuromodulators can significantly alter the responses of synapses during trains Brenowitz et al., 1998; Pananceau et al., 1998; Selig et al., 1999) . Most mechanistic studies of modulators have characterized their effects during low-frequency stimulation. In these conditions, modulators change the probability of release either by modulating presynaptic calcium channels or by changing release probability downstream from calcium influx. However, the actions of neuromodulators in vivo occur against a background of continuous neural activity, and their effects in these conditions may be more complex (Qian and Delaney, 1997; Vyshedskiy et al., 1998) . Modulators could alter the rate of calcium extrusion from the presynaptic terminal after an action potential, thereby changing the residual calcium signal for facilitation and recovery from depres-sion. Additionally, processes involved in short-term plasticity could be targeted directly.
Here, we test the effects of agonists of adenosine A 1 and GABA B receptors on synaptic transmission during repetitive stimulation at the parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapse. It was found previously that for low-frequency stimulation, synaptic inhibition by these receptors is primarily a consequence of presynaptic calcium channel inhibition, although 10 -30% of the EPSC inhibition by GABA B receptors was presynaptic downstream of calcium influx (Dittman and Regehr, 1996) . During trains of stimuli, the actions of these neuromodulators appear no different from those of low external calcium, and contributions from additional mechanisms, such as relief of G-protein inhibition of calcium channels, are not apparent.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Slice preparation and solutions. Transverse slices (300 m thick) were cut from the cerebellar vermis of 11-to 14-d-old Sprague Dawley rats. Slices were superf used with an external saline solution containing (in mM): 125 NaC l, 2.5 KC l, 1.5 C aC l 2 , 1 MgC l 2 , 26 NaHC O 3 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , and 25 glucose, bubbled with 95% O 2 /5% C O 2 . Divalent ion concentrations were matched near reported values for rat C SF (Manthei et al., 1973) , and experiments were conducted at 34 Ϯ 1°C to better simulate physiological conditions. Bicuculline (20 M) was added to the external solution to suppress synaptic currents mediated by GABA A receptors. To minimize changes in fiber excitability when switching between external solutions, divalent ion concentrations were optimized as follows: 1 C a e contained 1 mM CaCl 2 and 1.75 mM MgC l 2 ; 2 Ca e saline contained 2 mM CaCl 2 and 0.25 mM MgC l 2 .
To preclude endogenous G-protein-mediated modulation during trains of stimuli, the GABA B receptor antagonist CGP55845a (2 M) (Davies et al., 1993) , the adenosine A 1 receptor antagonist 8-cyclopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine (DPC PX) (5 M) (Haleen et al., 1987) , and the mGlu-RIII antagonist ( RS)-␣-cyclopropyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine (C PPG) (30 M) (Jane et al., 1996) were included in the external saline. These antagonists had no effect on EPSC amplitudes during low-frequency stimulation (Ͻ0.1 Hz) (n ϭ 3; data not shown). During modulation experiments in which the adenosine A 1 agonist N 6 -cyclopentyladenosine (C PA) (2 M) was added to the external saline, the concentration of DPC PX was reduced to 50 nM. In experiments with the GABA B receptor agonist baclofen (8 M), the concentration of CGP55845a was reduced to 100 nM. By retaining a small amount of antagonist in the saline, a higher concentration of agonist could be used in these experiments. The higher concentration of agonist effectively buffered against small amounts of endogenous ligand that could accumulate and differentially depress later stimuli in a train.
Electrophysiolog y. Whole-cell recordings of Purkinje cells were obtained as described previously (L lano et al., 1991; Regehr and Mintz, 1994) . Glass electrodes (1-1.4 M⍀) were filled with an internal solution containing (in mM): 35 C sF, 100 C sC l, 10 EGTA, 10 H EPES, and 0.2 D600, adjusted to pH 7.3 with C sOH. Synaptic currents were monitored with a holding potential of Ϫ40 mV to inactivate voltage-gated sodium channels, and D600 was added to block L -type voltage-gated calcium channels. Synaptic currents did not decay completely between pulses at stimulation frequencies higher than 50 Hz, and a significant shift of the baseline current developed. This introduced series resistance errors, and it might also have signaled the prolonged presence of glutamate in the synaptic cleft, which could lead to postsynaptic receptor desensitization (Trussell and Fischbach, 1989; Trussell et al., 1993) . Therefore, we did not stimulate at frequencies higher than 50 Hz. Between trains of stimuli, single EPSC s were monitored throughout experiments to ensure that no long-term changes in synaptic strength were occurring. Because of the trial-to-trial variability in EPSC size at this synapse, the initial EPSC amplitude (EPSC 1 ) in a train of stimuli was calculated by averaging together the initial EPSC of a train with the three preceding single EPSC s. The access resistance, leak current (Ϫ20 to Ϫ200 pA, holding at Ϫ40 mV), and EPSC decay time constant (2-4 msec at 34°C) were monitored continuously. E xperiments were rejected if these parameters increased significantly during recording. Parallel fibers were stimulated with two glass electrodes (tip diameter, 10 -12 m) filled with external saline solution placed in the molecular layer ϳ15 m apart. Brief pulses (200 sec) of current (5-15 A) were passed between the two stimulating electrodes. This configuration greatly reduced the size of the stimulus artifact and allowed for a clear resolution of the EPSC onset. The interstimulus interval was 10 sec for single stimuli, 2 min for trains of Յ10 stimuli, and 4 min for trains of Ͼ10 stimuli. L ow stimulus intensities were used to keep synaptic currents small (Ϫ100 to Ϫ200 pA) and the resulting series resistance errors to a minimum.
Detecting presynaptic volleys. Presynaptic volleys were measured as described previously (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) . In brief, a glass electrode (tip diameter, 2-3 m; resistance, 1 M⍀ when filled with 3 M NaC l) was placed 200 -400 m away from the stimulation site in the molecular layer near the Purkinje cell layer. Voltage records were amplified with a gain of 100 using an operational amplifier (356N) mounted onto the micromanipulator. When the two stimulus electrodes were placed near the Purkinje cell layer, no significant change in either the waveform or the amplitude of the presynaptic volleys was detected during a train in 75% of fiber tracts. In 25% of tracts, the volley amplitude increased during a train, and the waveform became narrower. This effect became more pronounced and occurred more frequently when the stimulus electrodes were placed in the middle of the molecular layer. Whole-cell recordings were only established when presynaptic volley amplitudes differed by Ͻ10% for the 1st and 10th stimulus of a 50 Hz train. Presynaptic fiber volleys were monitored simultaneously throughout experiments to ensure that no changes in fiber excitability occurred.
Detecting presynaptic calcium transients. Parallel fibers, made up of granule cell axons and presynaptic terminals, were labeled with a highpressure stream of the low-affinity calcium indicator magnesium green-AM (Z hao et al., 1996) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) using techniques developed previously (Regehr and Tank, 1991; Regehr and Atluri, 1995; Atluri and Regehr, 1996) . The loading time for magnesium green-AM was 8 -10 min, and recordings commenced 2 hr after dye loading. Parallel fiber tracts were stimulated extracellularly, and epifluorescence was measured with a photodiode from a spot several hundred micrometers from the loading site, where the vast majority of the fluorescence signal arises from parallel fiber presynaptic boutons that synapse onto Purkinje cells. The peak ⌬F/F change produced by a single stimulus was used as a linear measure of presynaptic calcium influx, as established previously. The filter set for magnesium green was 470DF20 (Z eiss) for excitation, 510DRL P dichroic, and OG530 for emission (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, V T).
Data acquisition and anal ysis. Field recordings were filtered at 5 kHz with a model 900C9L8L eight-pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices, Haverhill, M A). EPSC s were filtered at 1 kHz with a four-pole Bessel filter. Fluorescence transients were filtered digitally off-line with an eight-pole filter. All signals were digitized at 20 kHz with a 16 bit D/A converter (Instrutech, Great Neck, N Y), with Pulse Control software (Herrington and Bookman, 1995) . Analysis was performed using Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).
RESULTS
The parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapse has a number of advantages for this study. First, there is no recurrent excitation in this circuit that could contribute to later responses during a train of stimuli (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Ito, 1984) . Second, previous work has already examined the mechanisms by which agonists of the adenosine A 1 and GABA B receptor modulate initial release probability (Dittman and Regehr, 1996) . Activation of these receptors has been shown to inhibit presynaptic N-type and P/Q-type calcium channels. Third, it is possible to measure fiber excitability, presynaptic calcium transients, and postsynaptic currents at this synapse (Konnerth et al., 1990; Regehr and Atluri, 1995; Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) .
Experimental conditions were chosen to approximate physiological conditions. Stimulation consisted of regular and irregular trains. Experiments were conducted at 34°C and divalent ion concentrations in the external saline (1 mM Mg 2ϩ , 1.5 mM Ca 2ϩ in control conditions) were near reported values for rat CSF (Manthei et al., 1973) .
Use-dependent plasticity during trains
In control conditions, parallel fibers were stimulated with an irregular spike train whose interspike intervals followed a Poisson distribution. The amplitudes of the evoked EPSCs in Purkinje cells varied nearly threefold during stimulation ( Fig. 1 A) . Although there were small trial-to-trial differences in EPSC amplitudes, most of the variation was stereotyped over multiple trials using this same stimulus pattern ( Fig. 1 B) . Application of the adenosine A 1 receptor agonist CPA (2 M), along with the A 1 receptor antagonist DPCPX (50 nM) (see Materials and Methods), reduced the EPSC amplitude to 49 Ϯ 4% of control. In these conditions, an irregular stimulus train evoked responses that varied nearly sixfold, and this variability was reproducible over multiple trials. Therefore, in addition to changing initial release probability, presynaptic modulators of neurotransmitter release can alter synaptic responses to a pattern of presynaptic spikes.
To investigate the factors controlling synaptic strength during repetitive stimulation, both in control conditions and in the presence of neuromodulators, parallel fibers were stimulated with regular trains over a range of frequencies. We limited the trains to 10 -20 pulses to minimize the contribution of post-tetanic potentiation (Magleby, 1987) , long-term potentiation (Salin et al., 1996) , and a slow form of synaptic depression (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Galarreta and Hestrin, 1998) . The parallel fiber responses exhibited sustained facilitation of neurotransmitter release in response to trains of 10 stimuli (Fig. 2 A) . This facilitation built up over the first five to six pulses and reached a steady state that was maintained for 150 -200 pulses (data not shown). The magnitude of this facilitation varied with stimulation frequency, with a maximal enhancement at 50 Hz of 350 Ϯ 30% of control (Fig. 2 B) .
A number of use-dependent processes could contribute to the variation observed in evoked responses during sustained stimulation. (1) High stimulation rates have been demonstrated to increase the excitability of presynaptic fibers (Kocsis et al., 1983) . (2) The width of the presynaptic action potential waveform could change. (3) The calcium influx in response to an action potential could facilitate or decrease during a train. (4) Endogenous ligands such as adenosine, GABA, and glutamate may accumulate and depress the release of neurotransmitter. (5) Increases in Ca res , which typically last several hundred milliseconds after elevated presynaptic activity, could increase the magnitude of facilitation and speed recovery from depression. To understand the changes in synaptic strength we observe during a train, we next evaluated the contributions from each of these mechanisms.
We used an extracellular electrode to monitor the presynaptic volley, which is produced by the current flow associated with propagating action potentials. The magnitude of the presynaptic volley is proportional to the number of fibers stimulated, and its shape can be used to detect changes in the presynaptic waveform (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) . We simultaneously monitored field potentials during all whole-cell recording and optical imaging. Figure 3A shows a representative field potential recording during a 50 Hz stimulus train. The changes in the amplitude and the waveform of the presynaptic volley between pulses 1 and 10 were small. This suggests that in control conditions, the presynaptic action potential stays approximately the same size and the same number of fibers is activated for each stimulus in the train.
Optical methods were used to detect changes in presynaptic calcium influx (Regehr and Atluri, 1995) . To monitor Ca res , we loaded granule cell terminals with the low-affinity calciumsensitive fluorophore magnesium green (Atluri and Regehr, 1996; Zhao et al., 1996) . Because granule cell presynaptic boutons are small (Ͻ1 m in diameter) (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974) , calcium gradients dissipate rapidly. Therefore several milliseconds after stimulation, the normalized changes in magnesium green fluorescence (⌬F/F ) provide a good estimate of Ca res dynamics Regehr, 1996, 1998; Sabatini and Regehr, 1998) . In control conditions, a train of 10 stimuli at 50 Hz elicited only a slight increase in ⌬F/F per stimulus between pulses 1 and 10 (pulse 10 was 114 Ϯ 5% of pulse 1, n ϭ 4) (Fig. 3B ). For magnesium green, which is a low-affinity indicator, there is a linear relationship between the change in ⌬F/F and Ca res . These results therefore indicate that changes in calcium influx per pulse during a train are small (see Discussion).
To test the hypothesis that an accumulation of metabotropic receptor ligands inhibit transmitter release during repetitive stimulation, we added to the external saline high-affinity antagonists to adenosine A 1 receptors (DPCPX: 5 M), GABA B receptors (CGP55845a: 2 M), and type II/III mGluR receptors (CPPG: 30 M). These drugs did not affect baseline synaptic strength (n ϭ 3; data not shown), nor did they appear to impact the amount of facilitation observed during short trains of pulses (n ϭ 4; data not shown). Nevertheless, in subsequent experiments, antagonists were used to preclude any possible contributions of these receptors (5 M DPCPX, 2 M CGP55845, 30 M CPPG).
In control conditions, we have found little contribution from mechanisms (1)-(4) (outlined above). Therefore, the variation in synaptic responses that we observe is likely attributable to shortterm plasticities such as facilitation and recovery from depression, which are driven by Ca res (Kamiya and Zucker, 1994; Atluri and Regehr, 1996; Dittman and Regehr, 1998) . It is apparent in Figure 3 that Ca res levels are significantly elevated during a train of action potentials. Therefore, we hypothesize that the interaction between these calcium-dependent processes shapes the amount of transmitter released during sustained activity.
The effects of external calcium during regular trains
We next examined the effect of changing calcium entry by changing the calcium concentration in the external solution. This manipulation affects both the high local calcium signal driving neurotransmitter release as well as the residual calcium signal driving facilitation and recovery from depression.
Before characterizing the effects of external calcium (Ca e ) during a train, it was first necessary to examine the dependence of single stimuli on Ca e . Shown in Figure 4 are examples of an external solution change from 1.5 to 2 Ca e . In the experiments shown, changing to 2 Ca e increased calcium influx to 131% of control and increased the EPSC to 177% of control (Fig. 4 A) . The effect of lowering Ca e to 1 mM was also assessed. On the basis of a number of such experiments we can approximate the relationship between calcium influx and EPSC amplitude to be a power law (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967) , EPSC ϭ k (Ca influx ) n , where k is a constant, Ca influx represents the total presynaptic calcium influx during an action potential, and n ϭ 2.9 (Fig. 4 B) at 34°C. This compares with previous estimates at 24°C of n ϭ 2.5 (Mintz et al., 1995) and n ϭ 3.1 (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) .
Changes in external calcium concentration not only modified the amplitude of single EPSCs but also dramatically affected the degree of enhancement during trains (Fig. 5) . Relative enhancement, defined as the average response to pulses 8 -10 normalized to the synaptic response evoked by the first stimulus, was less in 2 Ca e than in 1 Ca e . The enhancement in 2 Ca e appeared to saturate quickly during the train, but in 1 Ca e continued to build up until approximately the seventh pulse (Fig. 5A) . The relative enhancements observed in different values of Ca e for a range of frequencies (Fig. 5B) provide an indication of the dynamic range of this synapse in various conditions. Another way of comparing the effect of external calcium on synaptic plasticity is to consider absolute enhancement (Fig. 5C ), which we define as the average of the responses to pulses 8 -10, normalized to the synaptic response evoked by the first stimulus in control conditions. The absolute values were derived by scaling the relative enhancement in 1 and 2 Ca e by 49 and 186%, respectively; these scaling factors represent the changes in single EPSC amplitudes produced by changing Ca e , as summarized in Figure 4 . During high-frequency stimulation, steady-state EPSC amplitudes approach a similar absolute value in 1, 1.5, and 2 Ca e (Fig. 5C ). Because the effect of Ca e on synaptic strength was less pronounced at 50 Hz (Fig. 5D ), this suggests that faster firing rates can relieve the effects of calcium-dependent modulation at this synapse.
Synaptic modulation during regular trains
We next examined the effects of neuromodulators on synaptic transmission during repetitive stimulation. On the basis of what is known about the calcium dependence of synaptic plasticity, and what we have shown here for low versus high Ca e , such changes in calcium entry will clearly contribute to changes in the behavior of synapses during trains. Whether additional mechanisms contribute significantly to the effects of neuromodulators during repetitive stimulation is an open question. We tested the effects of presynaptic inhibition on synaptic transmission during trains. Periods of high-frequency activity can lead to the buildup of extracellular levels of GABA and adenosine, which are then detected by receptors on the presynaptic terminals and ultimately inhibit synaptic transmission. At the granule cell to Purkinje cell synapse, activation of adenosine A 1 and GABA B receptors has been shown to reduce the amplitude of single pulses primarily through an inhibition of presynaptic calcium channels (Dittman and Regehr, 1996) . Our basic strategy was to compare the effects of A 1 and GABA B receptor inhibition with low Ca e on synaptic transmission during trains. We used different concentrations of Ca e to determine how synaptic strength changes during trains when only calcium influx has been altered. If modulation of transmission by GABA B receptors and A 1 receptors uses additional mechanisms, these modulators might affect the train differently from low Ca e . Our first step in these experiments was to choose concentrations of neuromodulators that reduced single EPSC amplitudes by a degree similar to that of 1 Ca e (Fig. 6 A) . Reducing Ca e to 1 mM decreased the EPSC to 49 Ϯ 2% of control (n ϭ 4). A combination of a receptor agonist and antagonist was used to inhibit transmission (see Materials and Methods). For the adenosine A 1 receptor, 2 M of the agonist CPA and 50 nM of the antagonist DPCPX reduced the EPSC to 49 Ϯ 4% of control (n ϭ 4). For the GABA B receptor, 8 M of the agonist baclofen and 100 nM of the antagonist CGP55845a decreased the EPSC to 52 Ϯ 4% of control (n ϭ 5).
For baclofen, inhibition was maximal immediately after drug application, and a steady-state value was reached in ϳ3-5 min. This effect was reliably observed, and we restricted our analysis of baclofen inhibition to times in which a clear steady state had been reached. Because we used a combination of an agonist and antagonist (see Materials and Methods), this effect may have arisen from a slow equilibration of these molecules with receptor binding sites. This effect is not prominent when baclofen is washed in alone (Dittman and Regehr, 1996) .
We next assessed the effects of these manipulations on presynaptic calcium transients and EPSCs during trains. Shown in Figure 6 B are normalized representative traces of 10 stimuli at 50 Hz in each condition. During trains, no differences were observed in the presynaptic calcium transients or EPSC amplitudes between low Ca e , CPA, and baclofen.
Because relative synaptic enhancement was maximal during high-frequency stimulation, we examined the effect of 50 Hz stimulation on the EPSC, ⌬F/F, and presynaptic volley more closely for low Ca e , baclofen, and CPA in Figure 7 . During these manipulations, the EPSC amplitude during the train was greatly enhanced, whereas by comparison, the calcium influx and the fiber excitability exhibited only small changes, which were no different from control conditions. A comparison of the effects of the modulators and 1 Ca e reveals that all manipulations produced a five-to sixfold enhancement of EPSC amplitude (Fig. 7A) , which is significantly more than the threefold enhancement in control conditions. Plotting the ⌬F/F signals and the presynaptic volley amplitude (Fig. 7B ) on a greatly expanded scale reveals the changes in ⌬F/F per pulse and in the presynaptic volley amplitude during the train. The extent of the increase in ⌬F/F per pulse is similar in control conditions, 1 Ca e , and in the presence of the neuromodulators. Compared with the 1st pulse, the 10th pulse evokes 10 -15% more calcium influx. For all conditions tested, the presynaptic volley evoked by the second stimulus in the train declined by 12-18%. The amplitude of subsequent volleys then gradually increased during the train, so that by the 10th pulse the presynaptic volley amplitude was comparable to that evoked by the first pulse. These small changes in fiber excitability and calcium influx could not account for the very large synaptic enhancement observed during the train (see Discussion).
At all frequencies tested, the effects of low Ca e , CPA, and baclofen on synaptic plasticity were similar to each other and significantly different from control conditions. This is apparent in plots of both the relative steady-state enhancement (Fig. 8 A) and the absolute steady-state enhancement (Fig. 8 B) as a function of stimulus frequency. This result suggests that despite the differences in the power law dependencies of these modulators on presynaptic calcium influx, changes in initial release probability were most important in shaping synaptic responses during trains.
Synaptic modulation during irregular trains
We also examined the behavior of synapses during irregular stimulus trains for various experimental conditions (Fig. 9A) . Compared with control conditions, there was more enhancement and greater variability in the presence of adenosine A 1 and GABA B receptor agonists and in low Ca e . Bursts of stimuli resulted in a greater relative enhancement of transmitter release in the presence of neuromodulators. This is apparent in examining the responses to pulses 2-3, pulses 4 -6, and pulses 7-10. Therefore, even during more realistic spike trains, the effects of these neuromodulators are no different than the effect of low Ca e (Fig. 9B) .
DISCUSSION
We found that during repetitive stimulation, parallel fiber synapses show significant enhancement that becomes more profound when transmission is inhibited by activating presynaptic metabotropic receptors. In all conditions, changes in fiber excitability and calcium influx during the train cannot account for the bulk of this enhancement, which is likely a consequence of facilitation of the release apparatus. Measurements of the EPSC amplitude, presynaptic volley, and calcium influx during trains in various experimental conditions constrain the mechanism responsible for synaptic enhancement.
Do changes in fiber excitability or calcium influx contribute to synaptic plasticity during trains?
For all conditions tested, presynaptic volley amplitudes declined by 12-18% for the second stimulus, and then gradually returned to original values by the 10th stimulus. Changes in the number of fibers stimulated and alterations in the current flow in individual fibers can both contribute to changes in the presynaptic volley amplitude. Previous results with voltage-sensitive dyes at this synapse suggest that the peak of the action potential changes very little during short high-frequency trains, whereas the baseline voltage is substantially elevated because of a long-lasting after- depolarization of fibers after the first pulse in a train (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997) . The decrease in the presynaptic volley amplitude that we observe on the second pulse is consistent with a smaller baseline-to-peak action potential in these fibers. The gradual increase in volley amplitude between pulses 2 and 10 is likely attributable to an increase in the number of fibers stimulated. Because there is a linear relationship between the number of fibers excited and synaptic strength, we can conclude that changes in fiber excitability are small relative to the EPSC enhancement that we observe and therefore do not contribute significantly to synaptic plasticity during trains.
Measurements of ⌬F/F for the calcium-indicator magnesium green provide an upper limit for the changes in calcium influx per pulse during repetitive activation. The change in ⌬F/F per stimulus gradually increased during the train, and by the 10th pulse was ϳ15% larger in all conditions. If the change in ⌬F/F per spike reflects an increase in calcium entry, it is possible to estimate its contribution to the enhancement during the train. Considering the observed power law relating influx and release with n ϭ 2.9, a 15% increase in calcium influx would result in an EPSC enhancement of 50%. This is an upper bound, because calcium cooperativity declines during facilitation (Stanley, 1986) . If, on the other hand, the increase in ⌬F/F represents an increased number of excited fibers, as suggested by the presynaptic volley measurements, then a 15% increase in the number of stimulated fibers would result in a maximal EPSC enhancement of only 15% by the 10th pulse. By comparison, the EPSC enhancement ranges from 250% for control conditions to Ͼ500% for other conditions.
The increase in ⌬F/F per spike could arise in several ways. It may represent a small facilitation of the calcium current associated with faster channel opening during a train of action potentials (Borst and Sakmann, 1998; Cuttle et al., 1998) . Saturation of the endogenous calcium buffer could also contribute. It may also arise from changes in the number of activated fibers. Relief of G-protein-mediated calcium channel inhibition by a train of action potentials (Brody et al., 1997) does not likely contribute significantly, because the increase in ⌬F/F per spike was the same in control conditions, and in the presence of either antagonists or agonists of presynaptic A 1 or GABA B receptors. Whatever the mechanism responsible for the increase in ⌬F/F per spike, these findings establish that changes in calcium influx are small and could not account for most of the synaptic enhancement.
Enhancement during regular trains
Previous studies of paired-pulse facilitation at this synapse showed that the enhancement of the EPSC evoked by the second of two closely spaced stimuli is caused by enhanced transmitter release driven by Ca res (Atluri and Regehr, 1996) . It is likely that most of the enhancement during trains is a result of this calciumdriven process. Although there are many potential modulatory targets that would impact transmission during trains, we found that the effects of activating presynaptic A 1 receptors and GABA B receptors during trains can be explained in terms of calcium channel inhibition. The effects of baclofen, CPA, and low Ca e on synaptic strength during trains are indistinguishable. The inhibition of calcium channels is therefore the most important site of action for these modulators. Changing calcium influx has complex actions because it alters the initial release probability and Ca res , thereby affecting calcium-driven processes such as facilitation and recovery from depression.
These findings do not preclude the contribution of additional mechanisms, but they indicate that such mechanisms are not the primary determinants of the behavior of these synapses during high-frequency trains. For example, we know that there are subtle differences in inhibition at this synapse by A 1 receptors and GABA B receptors. Activation of A 1 receptors inhibits N-type calcium channels to a greater extent than P/Q-type channels. Activation of GABA B receptors inhibits P/Q-type calcium channels to a greater extent than N-type channels, and a small fraction of the inhibition also appears to be mediated by effects downstream from calcium influx (Dittman and Regehr, 1996) . Despite such mechanistic differences, the dominant behavior during trains, when either of these metabotropic receptors is activated, is well approximated by lowering Ca e .
Effects of modulation on synaptic filtering properties
Manipulations that alter calcium entry affect plasticity during trains in interesting ways. Activation of A 1 or GABA B receptors, or lowering Ca e , decreased synaptic strength by nearly one-half at low firing rates, whereas it nearly doubled steady-state enhancement at high firing rates. In contrast, high Ca e nearly doubled synaptic strength at low frequencies, but at faster firing rates reduced enhancement by one-half. At this synapse, altering presynaptic calcium influx preferentially affects low-frequency activity (Fig. 5) . Presynaptic inhibition via A 1 or GABA B receptors, or low Ca e , also accentuated synaptic variability during irregular trains (Fig. 9) .
These alterations in the frequency dependence of enhancement, and in synaptic variability, indicate that changing calcium influx affects the synaptic filtering properties of synapses. Presynaptic inhibition by neuromodulators reduces release probability while simultaneously increasing the amount of relative facilitation. By reducing the sensitivity of the synapse to isolated stimuli, presynaptic inhibition effectively increases the signal-to-noise ratio of synapses, were information to be encoded in bursts (Lisman, 1997).
Comparisons to other synapses
Virtually all synapses display use-dependent plasticity and synaptic variability for patterns of activity similar to those used here. At most synapses, it has been difficult to determine the mechanisms responsible for such changes in synaptic strength, because it is hard to assess spike invasion of presynaptic terminals and to measure presynaptic calcium transients. For these reasons, most mechanistic studies during repetitive stimulation have focused primarily on synapses such as the squid giant synapse or the calyx of Held, where it is possible to record electrically from the presynaptic terminal. At the squid giant synapse, changes in the presynaptic action potential waveform or calcium influx do not contribute to facilitation (Charlton and Bittner, 1978; Charlton et al., 1982) . At the calyx of Held, repetitive activity depresses transmission in most experimental conditions yet enhances calcium influx per spike (Borst and Sakmann, 1998; Cuttle et al., 1998) . The enhancement of calcium influx is a result of accelerated calcium channel activation kinetics and can be as much as twofold during a short train.
Here, we measure presynaptic calcium influx and EPSCs at a fast central synapse that displays prominent synaptic facilitation. The increases in calcium influx that we observe are much smaller than at the calyx of Held. In granule cell terminals, calcium influx increases only ϳ15% during brief high-frequency stimulation. Such changes in calcium entry cannot account for the very large synaptic enhancement at parallel fiber synapses, especially in conditions of low release probability.
Our experiments have important implications for the study of synapses during trains. We confirm that changes in fiber excitability are potentially a significant complication in such studies. Here, we needed to measure the presynaptic volley during trains to select fiber tracts where the presynaptic volley remained relatively constant throughout the train (see Materials and Methods). For other synapses this may not be possible.
We studied two modulators that were known to have large effects on calcium influx, and this mechanism turned out to be the primary means by which they affected transmission during trains. Although activation of A 1 or GABA B receptors does not appear to differentially affect short-term plasticity at this synapse, we do not exclude the possibility that during trains, other modulators might have more diverse actions.
